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The increased volatility of asset prices in both developing and devel-
oped economies seems to be a growing concern for economic policy makers. 
Whilst there is a growing literature investigating the link between mon-
etary policy and its implications for asset price volatility there remains 
uncertainty regarding the overall effects of macroeconomic shocks on long-
term asset prices. Using a VAR framework and South African house price 
data from 1970 to 2006, this paper takes a preliminary step towards iden-
tifying how this asset price responds to macroeconomic shocks and the 
relative importance of these shocks. 
The paper has shown that the dynamics of house prices can be analysed 
in South Africa using a tractable VAR framework. The empirical results 
suggest that the behaviour of the housing market is in line with the theo-
retical expectations of a perfect capital market and that house prices do 
not playa large role in the monetary transmission mechanism. 
It does however show that adverse monetary shocks do have a signif-
icant negative impact on house prices and the timing of the response of 
house prices matches output. This paper also finds that short-run house 
price fluctuations are largely explained by inflation and demand shocks 
whilst, in the long-run, supply factors explain a large amount of the vari-
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1 Introd uction 
In the last few decades, central banks were given the necessary autonomy to pur-
sue the objectives of monetary policy. As a result, the political business cycle 
was successfully eliminated in countries that have adopted these reforms and the 
inflation outlook has improved in both these developing and industrialised coun-
tries. However, after having achieved a stable monetary environment economic 
policy makers are now being confronted with increasing asset price volatility. 
Whilst it is felt that macroeconomic factors and the monetary stance were 
key factors behind asset price fluctuations,l there is uncertainty over the overall 
effects of these factors on long-term asset prices - such as real estate and equities 
- and the relative importance of these factors. Furthermore, while it is agreed 
that central bankers ought to look at asset prices in the context of an overall 
strategy for monetary policy, less is known on how to respond to asset price 
movements and the impact of macroeconomic shocks on asset prices. 
Using a VAR framework and South African house price data this paper takes 
a preliminary step towards identifying how this asset price responds to macro-
economic shocks and the relative importance of these shocks. It is therefore 
useful to disentangle the effects of how much variability in house prices is at-
tributed to monetary and other factors such as demand and supply disturbances. 
Furthermore, the paper provides some qualitative and quantitative evidence on 
the interrelationship between the housing market and the wider economy and 
gives some indication of the degree to which monetary policy affects real house 












The empirical results suggest that the housing market behaviour is in line 
with the theoretical expectations of asset price behaviour in an environment of 
relatively perfect capital markets. Further, house prices are found not to play 
a large role in the transmission mechanism as they are neither consistent with 
the standard monetarist model nor the "credit channel" view. The results do 
however show that adverse monetary shocks have a significant negative impact 
on house prices and the timing of the response of house prices matches output. 
The results indicate that short-run house price fluctuations are largely explained 
by inflation and demand shocks. 
The paper is laid out as follows: Section 2 reviews the relevant literature on 
the relationship between the macro economy, house prices and monetary policy. 
Section 3 lays out the econometric methodology which relies on the common 
trends approach developed by King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) and 
provides the motivation for using this framework to describe the main macro-
economic forces driving house prices. Section 4 provides a description of the 
data and the empirical results are analyzed in Section 5.2 Finally, Section 6 
provides some concluding remarks on house price movements in South Africa. 











2 House prices, monetary policy and the macro-
economy 
Researchers are increasing looking at the role that asset prices might play in the 
monetary transmission mechanism and in the macroeconomy. This idea is not 
entirely new and can be traced back to Fisher (1933). The debate concerning 
asset prices and monetary policy have wide ranging views. 
The first view suggested by Alchian and Klein (1973) supports the view that 
asset prices should be included in traditional measures of inflation. They argue 
that traditional measures of inflation such as CPI and the GDP deflator are 
inadequate as consumers are not only concerned about the price of goods today 
but also changes in prices that affect consumption tomorrow. If consumers were 
to anticipate higher inflation in future periods, these traditional measures would 
not take into account this pessimistic view of inflation as they reflect past price 
pressures. Asset prices such as stock and housing market prices rise immediately 
in anticipation of higher inflation in the future. Therefore, inflation measures 
should take asset prices into account. 
Other proponents of including asset prices in inflation measures base their 
decision on the belief that asset prices predict future movements in CPI. \Vhilst 
stock prices do not predict future inflation (Stock and Watson (1999)) hous-
ing prices have been found to be significant predictors of future inflation. In 
particular, Goodhart and Hofmann (2000) find that house prices are signifi-











developed and developing countries. Whilst Filardo (2000) and Gilchrist and 
Leahy (2002) find that although house prices are significant predictors of fu-
ture inflation, they are only able to marginally improve the prediction of future 
inflation. 
However, Filardo (2000) adds an important qualifier to his results. The 
paper notes that if monetary authorities are confident that asset prices are 
sending reliable inflationary signals, the benefits of including asset prices would 
outweigh the costs. 
There are two remaining arguments that discuss the role of assets prices 
in the monetary transmission mechanism. The first is a standard monetarist 
model which allows for relative price changes when there is a monetary shock. 
The standard monetarist model highlights that a monetary shock changes the 
stock of money relative to the stocks of other domestic and foreign assets. This 
changes the marginal utility of money relative to both the marginal utility of 
other assets and the marginal utility of consumption. 3 Money holders attempt 
to restore equilibrium by equating the ratios of marginal utilities to the relative 
prices of assets, current production and consumption. This involves changes in 
relative prices, in spending and asset portfolios. Social and private productivity 
of money arises when there is uncertainty over the persistence of monetary 
shocks, other shocks and relative prices. Therefore, relative prices reflect the 
balance of opinion that follows the new shock. 
Using house prices, Meltzer (1995) finds evidence that monetary shocks are 











transmitted through relative price changes and changes in real money balances. 
The pattern of changes in relative prices and real money balances differ between 
countries and varies from cycle to cycle. Various shocks also change relative 
prices in different ways. For instance, a housing boom changes relative prices 
differently to an export led boom. According to ~Ieltzer (1995), the simple 
monetarist model can be expanded to include the role of financial intermedia-
tion. The transmission of monetary shocks is not qualitatively different in this 
extended framework. 
The second argument is the "credit channel" view of Bernanke and Gertler 
(1995, 1999) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997). This view looks at the role that 
financial intermediation (particularly credit) plays in the monetary transmission 
mechanism. Bernanke and Gertler (1995, 1999) modify a standard dynamic 
New Keynesian model to allow for financial accelerator effects. This differs 
from the standard dynamic New Keynesian framework primarily in assuming 
the existence of credit-market frictions. The presence of these frictions gives 
rise to a "financial accelerator" that affects output dynamics. In particular, 
self-financing is more expensive than external financing in which entrepreneurs 
have no collateral to offer. External finance costs decrease with the value of 
collateral supplied by the entrepreneur. Therefore, if the financial position of 
borrowers improves, the costs of external finance declines, amplifying investment 
and output fluctuations compared to a credit market without frictions. 
Both the modified New Keynesian model and monetarist view are alike in 











transmission mechanism. However, as Meltzer (1995) notes they differ in two 
important respects. The transmission process in the monetarist model focuses 
on relative prices. It also distinguishes between, money, loans and securities 
and real capital while the "credit channel" model focuses on the shifts in the 
distribution of small and big borrowers, and the principal assets and liabilities 
are money, bank loans, and a combination of securities and real capital. 
In addition, using the "financial accelerator" model described above, Bernanke 
and Gertler (1999) investigate whether there is any role of asset prices in 
the formulation of monetary policy in a flexible inflation-targeting framework. 
Bernanke and Gertler (1999:78) conclude that: 
"The inflation targeting approach dictates that central banks should 
adjust monetary policy actively and preemptively to offset initial in-
flationary and deflationary pressures. Importantly, for present pur-
poses, it also implies that policy should not respond to changl3s in 
asset prices, except in so far as they signal changes in expected in-
flation." 
Cecchetti, Genberg, Lipsky, and Wadhwani (2000) claim, however, that a 
more general case can be made for central banks to react to asset prices in 
the normal course of policy making. They argue that monetary authorities can 
improve macroeconomic performance by reacting to asset price misalignments 
but do not advocate asset price targeting. Therefore, monetary authorities that 
are concerned with both hitting an inflation target and smoothing output and 











policy instruments not only to inflation (or to its inflation forecast) and the 
output gap, but to asset prices as well. This conclusion is based on results 
from simulations of two theoretical macroeconomic models one of which is the 
Bernanke and Gertler (1999) model described above. 
This view by Cecchetti et al. (2000) contrasts with the popular belief that 
there is little hope of being able to infer anything from asset price movements 
that is useful for monetary policy purposes, partly because asset prices are so 
volatile and partly because central banks do not possess more information about 
equilibrium valuations than the private sector. 
In response to their findings, Bernanke and Gertler (2001) introduce a sec-
ond source of shocks that influence asset prices. Whereas their original work 
examined the consequences of non-fundamental bubbles alone, now they include 
the possibility of fundamental technology shocks as a source of movements in 
equity values. Using this model their original findings do not change. 
Bernanke and Gertler (2001) also allow for investor sentiment to affect in-
vestment decisions. This extended model includes exogenous bubbles in asset 
prices by allowing the market price of capital to differ from capital's fundamen-
tal value. They find that asset prices are significant only to the extent that they 
signal potential inflationary and deflationary forces but these are difficult to dis-
tinguish. Therefore, if the central bank has a strong commitment to stabilizing 
expected inflation, it is unnecessary for monetary policy to react to asset price 
fluctuations as this adds little to stabilizing output and inflation. 











tions and analysis and conclude that the results differ largely from Bernanke 
and Gertler (2001) due to different assumptions about whether a central bank 
can distinguish between financial and technology shocks. The most comparable 
set of simulation results is the one in which there are no shocks to the funda-
mentals. Bernanke and Gertler (1999) show that monetary authorities reacting 
to asset prices instead of reacting to the output gap results in inferior economic 
performance. This implies that the central bank should not ignore the output 
gap and treat asset prices as a substitute for other information about the econ-
omy. Cecchetti et al. (2002) agree to this. However, they also argued that 
taking account of asset prices in the process of setting monetary policy leads 
to an improvement of economic performance once inflation and the output gap 
has been accounted for and they continue to believe that this is the case. Their 
results confirm that both the output gap and the asset price should be included 
in the information that the central bank uses. 
The analysis by Cecchetti et al. (2002) still reiterates that monetary author-
ities should try to infer from information in financial markets as to what kind of 
underlying disturbance is affecting the economy and that some useful informa-
tion can be obtained from asset price movements. They are not persuaded that 
one should ignore asset price misalignments simply because they are difficult to 
measure. Rather monetary authorities should try to use econometric methods 
to extract the signal as this is common practice in the use of statistics in a policy 
making environment. 











reviewed above, agrees that asset prices affect economic activity and the chan-
nels through which this is achieved is important but there is no consensus on 
whether they should be included in monetary policy. A closer reflection of the 
literature reveals that although there is general agreement that asset prices have 
a role to play in monetary policy decisions the inability to distinguish whether 
the asset price fluctuations are sending reliable inflationary signals makes it 
difficult to include them into these decisions. 
Therefore, given the difficulties in extracting a reliable inflationary signal, 
it is important to identify the channels by which movements in asset prices are 
transmitted through the economy and to determine the quantitative importance 
of these effects. This paper takes a preliminary step towards quantifying the 
importance of these effects in South Africa by trying to explain how house prices 
react to shocks that are thought to drive economic fluctuations and the role they 
might play in the monetary transmission mechanism. 4 
3 Econometric Methodology 
This paper exploits the fact that long-run propositions of economic theory can 
be used to identify the main sources of economic fluctuations as suggested by 
Blanchard and Quah (1989). In particular, the common trends methodology 
used by King, Plosser, Stock and Watson (1991) (KPSW henceforth) and Warne 
(1993) is followed to help disentangle permanent innovations from transitory 
4 Interestingly, whilst there exists little support for including stock prie,," as a predictor 
of future consumer price inflation, there is evidence that house prier'S improve forecasts of 










fluctuations in a simple macroeconomic model. 
The common trends methodology uses the fact that any equilibrium rela-
tionship among a set of nonstationary variables implies that their exists linear 
combinations of the level series which ensure that the trends average out, i.e., 
the residuals obtained from the linear combination is stationary. This implies 
that their time paths are influenced by their deviation from their long-run equi-
librium. Hence, the short-run dynamics must be influenced by the deviation 
from the long-run relationship. The model that is commonly used to analyze 
these short-term dynamics from equilibrium is the vector error-correction model 
(VECM). Using this model King et al. (1991) and Warne (1993) show that a 
distinction can be made between structural shocks that can have permanent 
effects on the level of variables and those with temporary effects. 
3.1 Vector Autoregressions and Common Trends 
The following exposition follows Warne (1993) and Fischer, Fackler and Orden 
(1995). A common trends model consists of a vector of trends and a vector 
of stationary variables. KPSW show that there is a common duality between 
the concept of cointegration and common trends. The cointegrating restrictions 
determine the number of independent trends and how a vector of observed values 
is related to all independent trends. In other words, if {Xt} is a vector of time 
series such that Xt = xf + xf where xf represents a vector of trends of Xt, while 
xf is a stationary residual and if (3 is a cointegrating vector, then (3':rf = a for 










what a certain trend is related to - e.g. a technology shock - it is necessary to 
consider further identifying assumptions. Therefore, Section 3.1.1 will explain 
the mathematical structure of common trends and cointegration while Section 
3.1.2 describes how to identify common trend parameters. 
3.1.1 Common Trends and Cointegration 
To determine how we can estimate the model we assume that {Xt} is generated 
by the unrestricted vector autoregression (VAR) of order P: 
(1) 
where Ut is a n x 1 vector of white noise and mutually orthogonal behavioural 
shocks that drive the economy over time and Zt is a vector of deterministic 
variables such as a constant and dummy variables. The F's and /-/s are unknown 
coefficients. 
Given the structural model depicted by Equation (1), the reduced form 
model is: 
(2) 
where Et = F-1Ut, Ai = F- 1 Fi and COV(Et) = 2:. 











where [>., is the difference operator, 7r = (AI +A2 + .... +Ak -I) and 7ri = -(Ai+I + 
... + Ak). If the series are nonstationary and co integrated this representation is 
the VECM. The matrix 7r provides information about the long-run relationships 
among the series. In particular, we have 0 < r = rank 7r < n. 
The major difference between Equation (2) and Equation (3) is that the 
latter relationship is based on cointegration (7r = ex{3' where ex is n x r matrix) 
while the former is merely consistent with unit roots. 
Using a moving average representation of Equation (3), the common trends 
methodology separates the permanent and temporary shocks. The temporary 
shocks are equal to the number of cointegrating relationships. The permanent 
shocks are the common stochastic trends. The number of stochastic trends is 
therefore equal to n - r, the number of variables less the number of cointegrat-
ing relationships. A detailed exposition of the common trends methodology is 
provided in the next section. 
To write and identify this as a common trends model it is necessary to rewrite 
Equation (3) as a moving average representation: 
(4) 
Warne (1993) shows that from the stochastic part of Equation (4), that it is 












This is obtained as follows. Define a transformation matrix: 
and the matrices 
[
In-r 
D(L) == 0 
and 
[
(1 - L)In-r 0] 
D.l(L) == 
o Ir 
this implies that D(L)D l..(L) = (1 - L)In' 
Further, let a*= [Onx(n-r) a nxr]. It can beverified
5 that aU3'Xt ) = a*(D l..(L)MX t )· 




Rewriting Equation (6) as: 
M(A(L)M-l D(L) - Q* L)X; 
R(L)X; (7) 
where Xt= Dl..(L)MX t and R(L) = M(A(L)M-1D(L) - a*L). Rearranging 











Equation (7) in terms of xt yields: 
Abstracting from the deterministic components and noting that LXt 




C(L) = M- 1 D(L)R(L)-l M (10) 
To develop the KPSW approach to identification it is necessary to obtain 
a moving average representation for the stochastic component of L~Xt. The 
important result here is that we have found a simple mathematical connection 
to VMA representation. Hence, the restricted VAR (Equation (7)) is well suited 
to estimating a common trends model. Therefore, the result of Equation (10) 
is important as we move toward identifying permanent and transitory shocks. 
Leaving the algebra aside for now, the basic idea is to use the fact that C(I) 
has a reduced rank under the assumption of cointegration. Accordingly, only 
k = n - T elements of C(I)ct result in (linearly) independent permanent effects 











average representation is: 
where fo = F- 1 and fi = CiF-l(i = 1,2, ... ). 
f(l) measures the permanent effects on the levels of the variables in the 
system of structural shocks. Engle and Granger (1987) have shown that the 
columns of C(l) are orthogonal to the cointegrating vectors {3, so {3'C(l) = O. 
Thus, any basis for n-dimensional vectors can be divided into a space spanned 
by the k = n - r linearly independent columns of C(l). 
3.1.2 Identification of permanent and transitory shocks 
From Equation (11) we can see that the relationships between the reduced-form 




F - 1 Ut 
(12) 
(13) 
To exactly identify the model, n(n
2
-1) restrictions need to be imposed. KPSW 
propose the following to identify the model: 
1. Partition f(l) such that f(l) = [PIO], where P is a n x k matrix with 
columns that are orthogonal to the cointegrating vectors. This identifica-











with permanent effects given by the columns of P. Since there are r struc-
tural shocks that have only transitory effects this partitioning assumption 
imposes kr identifying restrictions. Given this, partitioning F consistent 
with r(1), with its first k rows as Fk and the last r rows as Fr, we have 
C(l) = r(l)F = PFk 
C(l)fW(l)' = PP' 
(14) 
(15) 
2. An additional k(\-l) restrictions need to be imposed. This is imposed by 
assuming P to be lower triangular. This is because when k > 1, KPSW 
propose that P be assumed to be lower triangular. The interpretation of 
this structure is that there is one variable only affected by one structural 
shock in the long-run, a second variable affected by at most two shocks 
in the long-run, a third variable affected by at most three shocks in the 
long-run and so on. Therefore the variables in X t need to be ordered 
appropriately. 
3. Choleski decomposition programs cannot be used to determine the struc-
tural parameters as C(I)I:;C(I)'is not of full rank. Given that step two 
of KPSW imposes a lower triangular structure on P, this problem can be 
overcome by defining P = pe, where the coefficients of P are known a 
priori as they are specified by economic theory and e is a k x k lower 
triangular matrix of parameters to be estimated. 











that D = (PI P)-l P IC(l). In such a matrix D, P DEt P8Wk,t and 
D"L;D' = 88' . The lower triangular matrix of D"L;D' yields the unknown 
coefficients of 8. Use 8 to calculate P. 
5. Given that C(l) = PFk = P8Fk = PD we have that Fk = 8- 1 D. We 
can therefore obtain the structural shocks Ut with permanent effects by 
premultiplying the reduced form residuals lOt by Fk.The equations for the k 
common trends are obtained by mUltiplying Equation (3) by Fk to obtain: 
Thus in this methodology the the structurally identified shocks with per-
manent effects determine the common trends. 
6. Once Fk is estimated, the dynamic impacts on X t of the structural shocks 
with permanent effects can be computed from the first k columns of r(L) 
given by: 
(17) 
where [F-l]k are the first k columns of F- 1 • The forecast-error variances 
at various horizons due to shocks with permanent effects can also be com-
puted from Equation (17) and can be compared to the total forecast-error 
variance (derived from the reduced-form) to determine the relative impor-
tance of these shocks over time. 















We then identify Fr by imposing a triangular structure on it. 
4 The Data 
4.1 Data Description 
Following Icaviello (2000), a five dimensional VAR, X t is specified to capture the 
relationship between house prices and the macroeconomy. The vector X t = [y 
mp hp i 7f] comprises of: 1) real income (y), where y is the natural logarithm of 
seasonally adjusted real gross domestic product; 2) a measure of rea.l balances 
(mp), where mp is the natural logarithm of deflated M3 money balances; 3) an 
index of real house prices (hp), where hp is the log of deflated house prices; 4) a 
nominal interest rate (i), where i is the 3 month treasury bill rate; and 5) infla-
tion (7f), where 7f is measured by the year-on-year change in the GDP deflator. 6 
The data on house prices in South Africa are from the residential house price 
index calculated by ABSA Bank.7 The remaining series were obtained from 
the South African Reserve Bank Bulletin.8 The sample period covers quarterly 
data from 1971 to 2006. 
GThe change in t.he GDP deflator is a proxy for inflation measured using domestic prices 
since it excludes imports. Since this paper analyses the impact. of policy on domest.ic prices, 
the inflation rate measured by the GDP deflator provides an accurate measure. 
7See ABSA (2005). 
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in nominal variables. The pursuit of central banks to reduce output fiuc-
tuations may then lead to a common trend between output, money and 
interest rates. The relationship between these three variables may alter-
natively be interpreted as a traditional money demand function linking 
real money balances (mp) to a scale variable (y) and a measure of the 
opportunity cost of maintaining liquidity (i). Jl 
2. Real House Prices and Output: One can expect to find a cointegrat-
ing relationship between house prices and GDP. This is because factors 
such as land, cement or construction workers are available in a fixed sup-
ply and these determine real estate supply. Therefore, the production 
possibilities frontier between housing and other goods is not fiat. This im-
plies a possible upward trend in house prices over the long-run. 12 Given 
that GDP is a measure of how much the production possibilities curve is 
shifting outward, Icaviello (2000) states that the cointegrating relationship 
between house prices and GDP can be thought of as a long-run supply 
curve for the housing stock. The coefficient attached to real house prices 
measures the elasticity of real house prices to output. 
3. Interest Rates and Inflation: According to the Fischer equation there 
11 See Coenen and Vega (1999). However, as Icaviello (2000), notes caution must be exer-
cised when interpreting this relation as a money demand funetion for the following reasons: 
emerging market countries are highly influenced by the global economy, with investment and 
int.erest. rates responding to changes in risk perceptions held by investors; t.here could be alter-
native cointegrating vectors in a similar system. For example, an aggregate demand relation 
might exist between output and interest rat.es; measures of money are aggregates of different 
components with different characteristics; structural and definitional breaks cannot. be disre-
garded; and/or t.he frequency of observat.ion may affect. both exogeneity and cointegration. 











is reason to believe that real interest rates are stationary. In particular 
the nominal variables are linked by the following equation it = !L + 7r t + c t, 
where !L is a constant and ct is a stochastic variable that is iid. 13 
Given these hypotheses, we would expect three cointegrating vectors, 7' = 3, 
which incorporates the money demand function, the relationship between output 
and house prices and the modified Fischer equation. Therefore the (3' matrix is 
given by: 
~'~ r 
-by 0 bi : ] -7 0 0 
0 0 0 -1 
5.2 The Johansen Technique 
To estimate the common trends model we first need to test for the number 
of cointegrating vectors between house prices and the other macroeconomic 
variables. This section draws on the Johansen Estimation Technique,14 which 
is based on estimating a Vector Error Correction Mechanism (VECM). The 
discussion of this methodology will be brief as this technique is well established. 
In the VECM framework, for which, in the case of a set of n variables, we 
may have cointegrating relationships denoted 7', such that a -::; 7' -::; n -- 1. This 
gives us a n dimensional VAR: 
Zt = Amzt - 1 + ... + Amzt - m + 6 + Vt (19) 
13Fedderke and Pillay (2007) suggest. t.hat. t.he Fischer equat.ion for Sout.h Africa should be 
modified t.o include a measure of risk or uncert.aint.y. 











where m denotes the lag length, 8 a set of deterministic components and v a 
Gaussian error term. 
Re-parameterization provides the VECM specification: 
k-1 
~Zt = Lri~Zt-i + Ilz t -k+1 + 6 + Vt 
i=1 
(20) 
The existence of r cointegrating relationships amounts to the hypothesis 
that: 
(21) 
where n is n x n, and a, f3 are n x r matrices of full rank. H1(r) is thus the 
hypothesis of reduced rank of n. Where r > 1, issues of identification arise 
which requires the use of economic restrictions on the loading matrix (a) - the 
matrix representing the short run dynamics,- r and/or the cointegrating space, 
5.3 Johansen maximal and trace eigenvalue statistics 
We first test for the number of possible relationships in the model by establishing 
the number of cointegrating vectors. Table 3 reveals the Johansen maximal 
eigenvalue and trace test statistics for the model. Both the maximal eigenvalue 
statistic and the trace test statistic indicates the existence of three equilibrium 
relationships. This is in line with theoretical expectations. 
15See Pesaran and Shin (1995a,b), Pcsaran, Shin and Smith (1996), Johansen and Jllselills 











~ Altenlative Eigeuvalue 95% critical 
n-ace 95(}-() critical ] statistics \'alue statistic \-alue 
r=O r=l 58.65 33,64 : :39.-i-t "70,49 
rs:l r=::: 39,06 :27,4:2 EO,78 ~8,88 
r5:2 r=3 :29,19 :1.1: 41,72 3L~.f 
r::;3 r='; 11.64 14,38 1:::.33 17,66 
Table 3: Johansen trace and maximal eigenvalue statistic 
5.4 Johansen VECM Estimation Results 
Table 4 shows three estimated cointegrated vectors with three over-identifying 
restrictions. The three cointegrating vectors can be interpreted as a money 
demand schedule, long-run housing supply curve and the Fischer equation. 
:'':C:ley D€ua:lci Schedule 
LC:-1g-ru:l ::ousi:1g Su??ly Cun'e h? = (I,(l34y 
Fischer :::quaticn i = ;: 
(oint'grating \"cto~,? • 0.'"6,- _ Co.Co,"i ] 
Table 4: Cointegrating vectors 
These results confirm our hypotheses in Section 5,1. A one percent increase 
in real income results in a 0,946 percent increase in real money demand while 
a one percentage point increase in the interest rate results in a 0.004 percent 
decline in real money balances.16 It is interesting to note that it seems that 
money demand is not highly responsive to interest rates. House prices increase 
by 0.034 percent for a one percent increase in output. The Fischer equation also 
holds. 











5.5 Impulse Response Analysis 
5.5.1 Identifying the structural shocks 
Permanent Shocks Given the hypothesis concerning the cointegrating vec-
tors, the long-run multipliers of the permanent shocks can be identified accord-
ing to the common trends methodology. Since there are five variables and three 
cointegrating vectors we can expect to find two common trends (permanent 
shocks). Therefore, the common trends matrix, P, has a dimension of 5 x 2. 
Recall from Section 3.1.2 that one technical difficulty with estimating the 
structural parameters of P is that even when P is lower triangular, standard 
Choleski decomposition programs cannot be used to determine the structural 
parameters as C(l )l1C(l)' is not of full rank. To overcome this problem KPSW 
suggest that we can define P = pe, where the columns of P are known a priori 
and e is a k x k lower triangular matrix of parameters to be estimated. l7 
This a priori identification of permanent shocks can be achieved by imposing 
just enough restrictions so that their long-run effect has a meaningful economic 
interpretation and its columns are orthogonal to the cointegrating matrix (3, 
i.e., (3' P = O. The identification, on the basis of economic theory, describes 
the effects of a permanent supply shock and a permanent nominal shock on the 
economy. 
Economic theory states that a permanent supply shock will affect real out-
put, real money balances, real house prices and the inflation and nominal interest 
17 Recall from Section 3.1.2 that the econometric identification of the different shocks requires 











rates in the long run. IS This supply shock may be attributed to a productivity 
increase in the economy. In contrast, a permanent nominal shock is likely to 
decrease real money balances whilst leaving real house prices and output un-
changed. One interpretation of this shock is that there is a permanent change 
in the monetary policy objective of the monetary authority.I9 
The theoretical expectations of supply shocks and nominal shocks on the 
economy allow the following restrictions to be imposed on the P matrix: 
0 1 0 long-run effect of shock on y 
by -bi 
[: :J 
by - bi(} -bi long-run effect of shock on mp 
P = Fe = T 0 T 0 -+ long-run effect of shock on hp 
0 (} long-run effect of shock on i 
0 (} long-run effect of shock on 7T 
Given these restrictions the first column and second column of P represents 
a permanent supply shock and a nominal shock, respectively. From the above 
identification scheme, a permanent supply shock increases output, real balances 
and house prices in the long-run with parameters dictated by the estimated 
cointegrating relationship. Since e is restricted to a lower triangular diagonal 
matrix,20 this shock can also change inflation and nominal interest rates in the 
long-run. The second column, which represents a permanent nominal shock, 
leaves real output and real house prices unchanged, yielding a lower level of 
real balances and higher inflation and interest rates in the long-run. Given our 
hypothesis about cointegration and the variables ordered as [y mp hp i 1r1', it 
lBSee Kydland and Prescott. (1982), Christiano and Eichenbaum (1992) and Cali (1999). 
19See Coenen and Vega (1999). 











can be easily seen that (3' j5 = 0, fulfilling the requirement that the columns of 
the identification matrix are orthogonal to the co integrating vector. 
Temporary Shocks The common trends methodology assumes that transi-
tory shocks are orthogonal to permanent shocks and will have no long-run effect 
on any of the variables. Following Englund, Vredin and Warne (1992), we iden-
tify the shocks in a recursive fashion and give an interpretation along the lines 
of the conventional VAR methodology. Following Icaviello (2000), this paper 
defines three separate sources of short-run variation. 
The first shock is a monetary policy shock which does not have a contem-
poraneous effect on inflation and output but can immediately affect real money 
balances, interest rates and real house prices. The second shock is a demand 
shock. Gali (1992) identifies the demand shock by the fact that it does not 
have a contemporaneous effect on inflation. It contemporaneously affects GDP 
by affecting its spending components as well as house prices, real money bal-
ances, and interest rates. Icaviello (2000) states that this shock is most likely 
attributed to sudden increase in demand fuelled by self-fulfilling expectations 
of the appreciation in house prices. The last shock is an inflation shock which 
contemporaneously affects all variables. As Icaviello (2000) notes, this shock 
could be explained by some of the following: 
• a temporary upward shift in the aggregate demand; 
• a temporary negative supply shock; 











• an increase in world commodity price such as oil; and/or 
• imported inflation following devaluation of the domestic currency. 
Given this identification scheme, the outcomes of both permanent and tem-
porary shocks are explained in the section that follows. 
5.5.2 Impulse Responses 
This section examines whether the identification scheme illustrated above leads 
to plausible estimations of the shocks. Specifically, we answer the following 
questions: 
1. How does output, money balances, house prices, the interest rate and the 
inflation rate respond to permanent and transitory shocks? 
2. What is the possible transmission mechanism for the respective shocks? 
and 
3. To what extend does monetary policy affect real house prices? 
Permanent Shocks 
Supply shock: Figure 3 portrays the response of output, money balances, 
house prices, inflation and the interest rate to a one standard deviation shock 
to aggregate supply. Based on the specification of the cointegration vectors 
and on the matrix of common trends, this shock has been identified under the 
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monetary shock Icaviello's (:2000) analysis of six European countries finds that 
t he short-run response in house prices is much more pronounced. The paper abo 
asserts t hat house price illflation is lllore sensit i\'e t hml consumer price infiation. 
In South Africa. both house prices and the inflation rate decrease, with house 
prices declining gTadually and returnillg to equilibrium .slowly. The maximum 
reduct ion in house prices is three times as large as the maximuJll decline in the 
inflation rate and the trough occurs much earlier in consumer price inflation. 
This may indicate that general prices arc more flexible than house prices to a 
monetary innovation in the short-run, although house prices take a longer time 
to stabilise. The movement of house prices is similar to that of output except 
the former is much more responsive to a monetary shock. 
The evidence here shows that the timing of the response in real house prices 
occurs contemporaneously with output and the adjustment in house prices take 
several years with house prices falling in real terms before reverting to the 
baseline. House price adjustments are also similar to money supply and interest 
rate dynamics. 
The observed dynamics in house prices following a monetary shock does not 
seem to fit with the standard monetarist model nor the "credit channel" view of 
the housing market. Recall that the standard monetarist model predicts that 
there should be a jump in asset prices followed by a smooth adjustment of the 
asset price toward equilibrium. On the other hand, the "credit channer' models 
of Bernanke and Gertler (1995) and Kiyotaki and Moore (1997) converge on the 











abo suffer. These effects then reinforce each other due to financial frictiowi in the 
econolIlY. HOI';ever, ill South Africa, despite the large respClllse in hou::-:c prices. 
the respOllse in oUt.]>11t i::.; not very ::.;t.rong. Overall thi::.; seems to suggc,~t that 
although house price volatility is high in South Africa, house price l1l()\'Cl1leuts 
do not playa illlPortant role in the transmissioll mechanism. 
Demand shock: Figure 6 illustrates the impact of a temporary demand 
shock that result in short-term output effects with COllSllmer price" fixed in the 
impact period. Following Gerlach and Sruets (1995), it is possible to label this 
disturbance a transitory demand shock as it elicits positive output and price 
responses. The increase in the nominal interest rate curbs inflation and output 
declines steadily. However, real interest rates remain positive for a long time 
causing a decline in house prices. The effect on real house prices only starts 
to die down as the Fischer equation begins to hold again. Since the nominal 
interest rate and real house prices experience a long adjustment period unlike 
the other macroeconomic variables, this indicates that real house prices are 
largely influenced by interest rates. Moreover, as output and house prices do 
not move in the same direction, the results do not lend support to the "credit 
channel" view of the transmission mechanism. The implication of this result 
is that the demand shock does not translate into exuberant investor sentiment 
that affects the wider economy. 
Inflation shock: Figure 7 displays the impact of a temporary inflation 
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[;.6 Variallcu O""U111PUHiiiull 
in whAt propoctioll th",e diff~r<mt inno·mtion .• CO!1tl"ihut~ to thG "ula\ili\~' of 
I.",,,",, pl"i"", nl.l output This prov kle< on hli<nt;"n of th~ d,,~"ee ol innuen~e 
tiuy, 1~J<izon'. 
Fi~U[", 8 Hn<l g plot the ci~h\ y,,,,, fO,","",l "'Tor VW'iMI)('e for olltpul and 
made i n t h~ identification of t.h~ p",manent . hocks iHl ply (by "oru;tn1<'t ion) \h~ l 
tho initiAl ,."riotion in roaloulput. !nitially; 71 rrrCGnt ol llw v"ri~t ion iu 
re:J outpul i> cxpl~iJ"'<l bv \l", ,kHl~I"'l ,hu,·k. This (hen [aile I", ~ p~,cent 
in app roximal.elJ tlm'" y"""', The Fi~Ie illu"'.Ia\m that. th~ at"",. t~nLpor'"y 
>ho<,-" h!l\'<; ",,~li~ib\c. df",(., on Olltput, O"" , all, ' ''1-'1''1), ,1m,,',," ~wl demand 
,)"",k., expbiu ntot;l· uf th,' vw-k,liun ill o"\~u l a, eAp"deO., lluweyer , in th~ 
l()flg mn, " 'pply , hock._ cuI>4.riLu l.e approximately 70 pelT",nt of t ho vari,'(ion in 
\lnlike ,,,,,I output., Fi~re Y il lu"~al"" lhat most, of the initial vari~l"'G of 













demand shoc,,", ~ to exp6in H [m~c proportion uf the ,'ar;ar;oll. iluwe"er . 




1o" .. 1on _
f:i Conclusion 
-_. 
['he increas<d v06lility "f "-,,..,[ pricoes in bolh dc,-elopin~ and developed e<:<lllOmie< 










"" ,willg litem!,,,e in"cs(jg"tin~ the link belw,,"n nlQIoelary policy a rK! its impli_ 
calion, fur a~ p rice y,>l"Li lity, t·I .... " '~m" ins llneert.e inty reg""liu~ the uvc:r"ll 
eJf",·ts of ti-.;<, fneto,," on lon~"term "".a p,-;c.--". The cOHU'ih\ltiulI '" thi, pa-
ver"' 10 uik~" l'reliminilry ,lep Iuw","u idenlilyill~ how hOll"" f"'ic"" ".,'v<}nd 
sl"" "" 
The paP"'" ha •• hown I hat t he dynamic, of 00'"'' pri<-"" can k allaly"",,1 in 
by fiye e,xugellQU, dis\urbanc", "nd the idenl,inmtion flCI",me yield, pu,,,-,ibk 
r0Jult" l>etwttn lHOllCY, output "nu ;llJla(ioll. 'Th~ empirical r e>ull., , ugg"" ,hat 
the hou.<ill~ market. heha .. ..,ur i., in lill~ ",i,h th~ throrM.k,,1 ~xP""t,at ions of a",,", 
Lou,., prie""" are fOllnd not t.o plliy a In,!>" roJ., in t·he t"m)f; nl ,,--,;ion me"han " m M 
t'hanllel" .. iew. It d oe! Lowe'~r show that. octve,,,,, mon~tary , hoc,," do ha,",", a 
,ignili""n, negallv" irnpad on hUll"'" p,;"",; and th~ t.imin ~ of thf, rmpo n'" of 
1.0 '''''' pric,"" n, ,,td,,.., outpU1.,. lIuw",er, ,hor"tc-run I...-,u,,", l-"'ice Jlu('\ua(iolls !!Ie 
]",.~ely ~,xplnined by inftation and <lemand ,hocks_ 
~u'" caution,-,,--,-,j, to I", ~xe\'d<oo when ;lIterprdin~ thc,", ,horL-run tlue-
u;", il"'te , Th"" ll[("\ lik~ly ",\riLu\eU 1.0 11" 1'~1..,,- equ"tion. Il ""'''''' \hat 
llOl"inal inten"t m tcs reH,,,in hi~b(:r tban its p"~~<hoek k,el ~wn thou~h in!b-










a.~ it pla\'~ a rolc in determining nOIllillal illtC'rc~l ratl'~ ane! Inm' also ])(' a sig-
nificant fact()] influcncing housc pric('s ill SOUl h .·\fric<l, ('~p('('ialh' during the 
ID~O·s. It might also be onC' of the ]'('ClSOllS behind thc largE' st,mciard crrors in 
the nominal shuck. TheH'forc. further research sh()uld inn'stigall' tht' !l<lssibilit\, 
uf includillg a risk IlWilSIlI(~ in t hc lllOdd. 
FurtiwL this paper gin's tl](' an,rag(' rt'SPUllSC of h(JuC'(' pnCl'S to <l series of 
shocks owr the pcri(Jd ID71 to 200G and although oY('r the periud it sC'ems that 
OIl aH'rage house prices du not play it large ruiL' ill till' tnlllsllli,;siull llledl<\lli~lll. 
this may nut be the case in thl' future, The data abo indicates that although 
house prices ha\'c been volatile over the entire period. peaks in house prices alld 
output occur contemporaneously for most of the salllple. 
Howe\"er. since the adoption of inflation targeting, peaks in house prIces 
occur before peaks in output. Therefore. given the nUlllber of political and 
economic changes within the South African economy. house prices lllay respond 
different Iv to these shocks depending on the tillle ]wriod, This indicates t Iw 
pussi hili ty of lllOllel ary regillle shift s in the sam pie .. -\ pllsC'i h Ie extellsioll of the 
dissertation is tu allow for regillll' shifts on,r the ,;,ul1])l" periud. Liillg the 
Illm"illg ;n"crage C'om])(lIlcnt of t he shocks or .\larkm' Switchillg Illodellillg. one 
lW1\" capturc changes ill the monctary cnvironmcnt over clifferellt regimps thus 
ctllowing liS to analysc t he responsiveness of house prices to ditfncllt shocks, This 
prm"ides a clearer understanding of factors influellcing house price Il](JH'mcnts 
()\'er certaill periuds alld the rule (if am') that as,~('\ priCl's - :iuth as housing -
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